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This report on a job creation program* deals

with some of the problems encountered in the de-

velopment of new jobs for poor people, and some

of the ways the problems i solved. Our par-

ticular interest in this papel is in the organi-

zations within which the jobs were created, in

how the organizations responded to the jobs, and

the techniques which seemed useful in working

with these organizations.

* Research for this paper was made possible by

a grant (#9279) from the Office of Economic

Opportunity for the Richmond Community Devel-

opment Demonstration Project. Other reports

are available on the project in the Monograph

Sexles of the Contra Costa Council of Commu-

nity Services, 2717 North Main Street, Walnut

Creek, California.
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INTRODUCTION

The elimination of poverty has been one of
our nobler societal ambitions, but to do so has
always been more of an ideologically stimulating
notion than a serious program objective. And,
of course, many would doubt that the situation
has changed, in spite of our enormous wealth,
the burgeoning variety of anti-poverty programs,
and the most favorable political and social cli-
mate in our history.

Between the skeptics and the believers, how-
ever, there is an implicit and easily missed,
but nonetheless fundamental, point of agreement,
viz., that the elimination of poverty in the
United States is today only a question of the
means or technology by which it will be achieved.
And, conversely, it is not a serious question of
morality (i.e., Should it be done?), nor of ca-
pacity (i.e., Can we afford to do it?), nor even
of economic structure (i.e., Can an economic
system that requires men to be competitively ac-
quisitive avoid creating a large, permanent pool
of the losers of that competition?). At least
insofar as the mainstream of American thought
goes each of these once nagging and hot y debat-
ed latter questions seems to have bee1 1 quietly,
but affirmatively and permanently, decided; at-
tempts to rekindle the debate are felt to be ar-
gumentative and tiresome.

Most recently, respected economic analysts of
various ideological peTsuasions have put forth a
number of proposals through which massive pover-
ty in the United States could be made to disap-
pear into history. And all of these means can
be considered conservative, at least in the
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sense that they require no major reconstructions
of our economic order. Indeed, the arguments
advanced rest not on humanitarian or moral
grounds so much as they do on the requirements
of our modern capitalist society. To wit, one
of the weakest links in our present economy is
the continuing threat of economic breakdown a-
rising out of the inability to create ever
greater levels of buying power to absorb our
ever-increasing industrial output. The exist-
ence of 30 to 40 million poor testifies to this
failure and, if allowed to persist, it can
threaten the viability of capitalism. Within
the limitations of the market economy, then,
means need to be found through which the poor
can be enabled to generate the share of buying
power which our economy requ.!.res of them. To
paraphrase a familiar remark, the implicit and
strangely directed request to the poor really
is, "Ask not what capitalism can do for you; ask
rather what you can do for capitalism".

It is not surprising, then, that trie elimina-
tion of poverty has become one of the practical,
increasingly routine concerns of government.
And even beyond merely accepting the inevitabil-
ity of a solution to this historic problem at
least one noted economist, with almost casual
confidence, concludes that the solution may well
come within the lifetime of those Americans al-
ready approaching middle age, if not those al-
ready well into it:

It is idle to predict when Harlem will
be reconstructed and Appalachia reborn,
since so much dependsion the turn of
events in the international.arena. Yet it
seems tn me that the general dimensions of
the problem make it possible to envisage
the substantial alleviation perhaps even
the virtual elimination...of massive pov-
erty within the limits of capitalism three
or four decades hence, or possibly even
sooner. (1)
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The optimism in the above, it is presumed
here, derives more from an appreciation of both
economic changes which have made poverty obso-
lete and the material wealth available to fi-
nance suitable programs, than it does from any
abundance of wisdom to guide the selection of
methods through which change will occur. Con-
siderations of ethics and compassion, for exam-
ple, require that methods be found that will
work as quickly as possible, even if they are
abrasive; political considerations require meth-
ods that can win and sustain as much consensus
as possible, even if they slow the pace of visi-
ble progress. And these are by no means all of
the interests that collide over this question
and make wisdom a resource not likely to be in
oversupply.

What is in competition here, however, is not
only different kinds of programs to eliminate
poverty, but also, the definitions of the prob-
lem to which the programs are logically rele-
vant. If, for example, poverty is seen simply
as the absence of money, then an, sans that
puts money, consistently and in Jequate a-
mounts, in the hands of the poor would be appro-
priate, and many such proposals are being ad-
vanced. However, poverty, particularly inter-
generational poverty, is often seen as a self-
defeating, self-perpetuating way of life that is
the sum of adaptations made to the long-term
need to negotiate an harrassing environment that
is built around the absence of money. With
this view, ways have to be found which provide
both money and a new way of life. Designs to
eliminate poverty through various job creating
mechanisms all derive from the latter under-
standing of the problem.

13
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EMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT
AND N.EVIT CAREERS

The social definition of who may be unemploy-
ed without having to suffer the social stigma
and psychological havoc of unemployment already
extends to several large segments of our popula-
tion (i.e., children, all persons over 65 and
many below that age already on a retired status,
undergraduate and graduate students, mothers,
the physically and mentally disabled, institu-
tionalized persons). There seems to be little
likelihood, however, that the number of such
groups will be significantly enlarged within the
foreseeable future. In the next decade or two
the average retirement age may drop a few years
and the average age at which people seek employ-
ment may rise somewhat, but it is also true that
well into the future the mental and economic
well-being of the vast majority of our able-
bodied population will continue to rest on its
capacity to find and engage in profitable em-
ployment.

From this perspective it is quite clear that
any mix of planned interventions to eliminate
massive poverty that does not include a program
of massive employment is inadequate. The task
of pulling hundreds of thousands, and even mil-
lions of people out of poverty through employ-
ment, however, is complicated by the limited
applicability of previously tried job-creating
mechanisms. Training programs, for example,
reach few of the poor and result in profitable
employment for fewer still. Public works pro-
jects, for another example, require far fewer
unskilled laborers today than they did when this
mechanism was used to alleviate the massive pov-
erty of thirty years ago. Industrial expansion
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generally results in fewer, rather than more,
unskilled positions, while those that remain are
the most likely to be machined out of existence.
And even if all of the above were not true, a
questionable logic and complacent, sapless mo-
rality would still underpin these attempts to
eliminate poverty by rewarding or emphasizing
the areas of least talent amongst the poor by
creating make-work tasks which have no value to
either worker or community.

Our irreversible technical drive, then has
created a volatile combination of effects: pro-
gressively higher levels of production and a
progressively lesser dependence on raw human la-
bor to sustain economic growth. The poor can be
expected to resent their poverty and strain a-
gainst the forces threatening to institutional-
ize their marginality. This, inevitably, shows
up in violent public events and ugly headlines.

Our economic abundance and social turmoil,
however, have also provided the material and po-
litical thrust that just may force the recogni-
tion that the achievement of broad welfare ob-
jectives would not only eliminate the moral
shortcomings of capitalism, but would be good
business as well. To both of these conditinns
the concept of new careers for the lan (2) is
potently, if not crucially, relevant.

This concept emphasizes the recruitment of
vast numbers of the poor to perform tasks and
carry functions which are susally allotted ex-
clusively to highly trained professionals and
technicians, as well as other useful activities
heretofore performed unsatisfactorily or not at
all. It is markedly different from other de-
signs for massive job creation in that the con-
tent of the jobs derives not from the poverty
population's assumed lack of talent (e.g., manu-
al labor on a public works project), but rather
from those socially useful.skills and capacities
many have acquired by virtue of having lived in
poverty. In this sense, what other job creating
programs have had to treat as an obstacle to em-
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ployment becomes a qualification for employment.
The concept is further distinguished by its re-
quirement that the positions created be part of
a "career", so that the worker has a chance to
take more responsibility as he demonstrates his
skill, rather than jobs which are (dead)ends in
themselves.

In this way the new careers concept raises
the need and provides a means "to revitalize
many of the structures and institutions central
to society (as) the alternative to relegating
large numbers of citizens to a spectator class..
a permanent, stable, 'non-workingl class, whose
children and grandchildren will also be unable
to perform meaningful functions in our society."
(3) By this view the new careers concept, more
than providing a much needed device to put money
into the hands of large numbers of the poor,
also moves the poor into a new social position,
i.e., from socially suspect service receivers to
socially useful service givers. And, where the
program is actually accepted, the transfer would
be a permanent one because the powerful forces
now pushing people into poverty would have the
direction of their thrust reversed.

These elaborate hopes for social reconstruc-
tion through broad application of the new ca-
reers concept, however, excite the parallel cer-
tainty that such applications will be resisted.
While there may be few today who believe in
"relegating large numbers of citizens to a spec-
tator class", the "need to revitalize many of
the structures and institutions central to so-
ciety" remains an ideological point far more ac-
claimed in the general than honored in the spe-
cific, and least honored by those whose privi-
leges depend on current institutional arrange-
ments.

There is more than logical neatness in the
above; the reality of these ideas is demonstrat-
ed in the accumulated experiences of many pro-
jects across the country that are currently dis-

17
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covering the obstacles that stand in the way of
establishing new careers for the poor. In ....he

following discussion an attempt is made to spe-
cify some of these obstacles, explain them In
terms of existing social theory, and describe
strategies through which they can be addressed,
even when there is little reason to expect that
they can be completely resolved.

18



ORGANIZATIONAL BARRIERS

Even if we expect an inevitable resistance to
attempts at broad social and institutional re-
form, there is still, at least at first glance,
fair reason to wonder if such resistance must
also attend the development of new careers for
the poor. As a strategy to eliminate poverty,
for example, it is certainly less controversial
than is the strategy of organizing the poor for
political power, or vesting power in their or-
ganized representatives.

More to the point,, the most likely employers
of new careerists (public school districts, med-
ical care facilities, public recreation organi-
zations, police and probation departments, and
other social service agencies), are the ones
most often accused of having poor communication
with the low-income community and who suffer
most from personnel shortages. These same agen-
cies would seem most likely to benefit from and
thus would welcome the notion of putting their
problem-creating clients to work reducing their
client-creating problems. This argument would
be persuasive if the basis of the resistance to
new careers rested on rational and objective
grounds. Were that the case, the only, problems
that would arise in the development of new ca-
reers programs could be wholly explained in
terms of the individual peculiarities of each
program (e.g., the hostility of an agency super-
visor, the tactlessness of a program administra-
tor, the undisciplined behavior of a new career-
ist, the rigidity of a particular organization,
etc.). The point advanced her2, however, is
that while rational arguments and unique situa-
tional factors can and do cause resistance to

19



the development of new careers for the poor, re-
sistance, even in the absence of such factors,
is inevitable. And it is inevitable because it
is rooted not in objective assessments of the
program nor in the quirks of organizational be-
havior, but in the virtually irresistable forces
that influence organizational behavior.

One such force, well noted in the social sci-
ence literature, initiates and feeds "the famil-
iar process of displacement of goals where 'an
instrumental value becomes a terminal value'".
(4) In simpler terms, within organizations
there is a subtle, but unceasing pressure for
the way a job gets done to become more important
than the objective itself. This process..."har-
dening of the categories"...completes itself in
the frequent situation in which the organiza-
tional objective seems to be little more than to
conform to its own established ways of working
for their own sake. The "rules in time become

--1-- .:---- ------
symbolic in cast, rather than strictly utili-
tarian", (5) the means are sanctified, they be-
come the moral or "right" thing to do, and the
real purposes of the organization are substan-
tially forgotten. No organization ever has ex-
isted, nor ever will, that does not manifest
some of this feature of organizational life. A

prime example of this is the way in which public
welfare personnel are bogged down with enormous
and unnecessary machinery for establishing eli-
gibility to an extent that eligible clients are
intimidated and discouraged when they apply for
benefits.

The new careerist, born and raised in a style
quite different from the organization's middle-
class professional personnel, implicitly, if not
explicitly, challenges the organization's moral-
ly buttressed way of operating. His view of
what needs to be done, of how it should be done,
and, in fact, what he does do, is suspect pre-
cisely because it is different. Even the fact
that the organization may employ the new career-
ist at least in part because value is seen in

20



that difference does not necessarily reduce re-
verberations within the organization when that
difference is actually put to use. More than
one social agency, for example, has invited new
careerists to "tell us what the community wants",
only to experience agitated dismay and disbelief
when that voice was raised. A major vulnerabil-
ity of new careers programs can be found here
because organizations seek to avoid such rever-
berations and will move to eliminate them.

But the new careerist need not be different
to be unsettling to the organization; ironically,
the same result occurs when he is perceived as
being similar. This is especially true when the
similarity is held to be with the organization's
already established corps of professional ser-
vice-giving personnel and is perceived as such
by them. Public health nurses, for example,
have objected to the use of new careerists as
home health visitors on the grounds that this is
a professional nursing responsibility. An ar-
ganized group of public welfare workers objected
to the use of new careerists as eligibility
workers on similar grounds.

An explanation of this objection can be found
in the powerful way in which organizational be-
havior and the training of helping professionals
re-enforce each other. Complex organizations,
on the one hand, must satisfy both their own de-
mands for clarity and public demands for effi-
ciency. Doing so requires that the professional
staff group, even if numerically large and ideo-
logically diverse, must be induced or "trained"
to respond to situations in wholly predictable
ways. Too important to be left to chance and
too complex to be left entirely to conscious
planning, the resulting conformity is an inevi-
table by-produce of each organization's formal
and informal punishment and reward structure.
Organizations, in other words, may initially em-
ploy persons because they are competent physi-
cians, social workers, psychologists, engineers,
etc.; before too much time, has passed.; however,

21



they must also learn to become competent bureau-
crats and "organization men". They behave as
the organization wants them to, even though the
behavior is sometimes nonsensical and does not
meet the client's needs.

The helping professions, on the other hand,
whether traditionally or primarily based in or-
ganizations (e.g., teaching, social work) or not
(e.g., general medical practice, law), must be
permitted to become involved in significant
areas of a clierA's life, even if those inter-
ventions frequeritly have no positive, and some-
times even profoundly negative, effects. The
social, moral and, in the case of some profes-
sione even written, license to do so rests heav-
ily on the well policed requirement that pro-
fessional practitioners respond to the problems
brought to them in predictable and apprOyed
ways. Developing this reliability of response
or "professional discipline" is a major function
of professional education and is a specific,
continuous concern of all professional associa-
fions. And in the case of organizations, .the

forces that insure organizational discipline
complement the pressures inducing professional
reliability.

Thus, the professionals in organizations are
limited in their repertoire of responses by some
combination of the above mentioned forces and
are incapable of a sustained resistance to them.
It is not surprising that the professional ac-

,

commodates to these forces, particularly as ad-
vantages for him are discovered in it. Not only
does he tend to define his behavior as complete
and correct, but further elevates its signifi-
cance by insisting that only he, by virtue of
his long training and demonstrated reliabllity,
has the necessary skill. Because much of his
professional, if not personal, self-image rests
on his perception of his dearly bought compe-
tence, competitors arriving on the scene through
nontraditional routes must almost certainly be
felt to be impudent upstarts, if not conscious

22



usurpers. And this is true whether or not the
presence of the newcomers makes sense on other
grounds to which many professionals may be sym-
pathetic.

The new careerist concept requires the re-
examination of traditional organizational and
professional task allocations. Experimentation
with new divisions of labor is already underway
as hany new careerists have assumed tasks that

have long stood near the center of the profes-
sional's sphere of activity. In various pilot

programs, for example, sub-professionals have

been interviewing clients, taking social histo-

ries, participating at staff meetings, counsel-
ling parents and children, speaking to and stim-
ulating the development of community groups, tu-
toring students, and making a broad variety of --

service decisions, all of which were virtually
unheard of only a short time ago.

While it may not have been the universal ex-
perience, in many instances the above assign-
ments have been made only over the direct or in-
direct objections of the established service

personnel. More often than not these objection
riven when not focussed enough to completely dis-

allow the employment of new careerists, have

been potent factors in seriously restricting the
scope and duration of experimentation. Police
new careerists, for example, have been assigned
to work only with closed cases, (i.e., cases in
which no other organizational personnel had an

active interest). A school new careers program
was accepted only after the school administrator
was assured that the new careerists would not

see themselves as counsellors, but would re-
strict themselves to a strict implementation of
a counsellor's directions.

Still another force that creates barriers to
the adoption of new careers programs can be

found in the nature of what could be called the
II organizational" or "professional imagination".
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It is a world view that operates with particular
potency in organizations whose product is human
services; and, in varying degrees it character-
izes all of the likely employers of new career-
ists.

In its pure and advertised form, it is a view
that has much to recommend it: it permits those
who are.to be helped to spurn the help offered
without any weakening of the professional desire
to help; it returns disciplined understanding
for impulsive rancor; it demands hard, long work
hours without regard for the amount of remunera-
tion or the conditions under which that hard and
long labor occurs. Indeed, it embodies the fi-
nest in civilized behavior, holding nothing in
the human. experience foreign to it_ save one.
That one is the notion that the helped...the
clients...could or should be the helpers except
in certain prescribed, professionally approved
ways.

The professional urge to maintain a clear
line of demarcation between those who need to
receive and those who are competent to give can,
of course, be persuasively defended as a necess-
ary condition for the application of profession-
al or scientific knowledge to human problems; it
is certainly more than a mere organizationally
tidy arrangement. What is germane to this dis-
cussion of organizational barriers to programs
of new careers for the poor, however, is the
fact.that no matter how valid the established
division of labor or allocation of roles within
our system of human services is, ,it also repre-
sents an intractable, problematic system of
privilege.

This system of privilege can be understood as
the award to some, and not to others, of the
right to decide most questions about the alloca-
tion of service: Who shall be served? In what
style and under what conditions shall the ser-
vice be offered? When and why should the ser-
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vice be restricted or cut off? What shall the
content of the servi7-3 be? Who or what is re-
sponsible for the fai.-m to achieve service ob-
jectives? etc.

The professional managers and practitioners
who are the inheritors of this system have long
claimed-that offering service was n privilege,
though it is doubtful that there has been a con-
scious and full appreciation of the scope of
that privilege. In any case, attempts to blur
the lines between the helper and helped, the
privileged and the nonprivileged, can be ex-
pected to meet excited resistance. The new ca-
reers concept, as it successfully shifts large
numbers of the poor from service receivers to

service givers, certainly tempts, and in places
already has evoked, this response.

The final source of difficulty to be identi-
fied here originates in the "mutual invisibility"
or "structured ignorance" that shapes the rela-
tionship between the service organization and
the community it serves. The three paragraphs
following tra-a and explain the process of that
relationship as it is relevant 4.3 these con-
cepts:

1. It is virtually, if not absolutel im-
possible for a service organization and
the community it serves to have com-
plete information about each other.
There are, for example, vast differ-
ences between the frustrations of ser-
vice giving and the frustrations of
service-receiving. The pervasive prob-
lems of organizations are staff turn-
over, hard-to-reach or overly demanding
clients, vague service objectives, dull
and endless staff meetings, intraorgan-
izational ideological conflicts, and
the general overwork experienced eight
hours of every working day. These
problems bear little similarity to the
problems of clients ... being without a

job, inadequate housing, punitive or
hard-to-reach services, dirty streets,
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dbusive officials, slick merchants,
sick children and a relentless, perva-
sive hopelessness experienced every
waking moment. Obviously, one's loca-
tion in the service systel will deter-
mine which set of problems one will
know more intimately. It is equally
obvious, but more often overlooked,
that this reality also determines what
one will know only superficially, even
to the point of total ignorance.

Conflicts develop that lead the service
organization and the community to per-
ceive their ignorance of the other to
be complete and equitable basis for
action. These conflicts arise because
each must regularly make decisions a-
bout the other, whether or not each has
the information to support a rational
decision. Inevitable, the need to de-
fend the decisions results in the de-
cision-pakers, even if no one else, be-
coming self-convinced of the validity
of their action. Thus, a generation of
settlement houses, committed to commu-
nity service, enthusiastically gave
themselves to the task of developing
elaborate leisure time programs in com-
munities whose dominant reality was un-
employment and under-employment. The
decision to generate such services was
invariably based on a sincerely held
organizational perception, by no means
questioned here, of "the needs of the
community".

3. The perceptual blindness that treats
biased decisions as fair ones and in-
com lete knowled e as total information
rapidly establishes an addiction to
such perce tions even to the oint
that suppliers of new or fuller infor-
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mation are perceived as irritants or
threats to be expelled or otherwise re-
sisted. In both subtle and obvious
ways, then, the service organization
and the community move to defend their
ideas about the other. The police new
careerist, for example, though the po-
lice department expects him to (and he
does in fact) behave quite differently
from the patrolman, is highly suspect
in his own community. And if, because
of this now more intimate knowledge a-
bout the police department, he too
quickly offers his neighbors a more
balanced interpretation of Its activi-
tieS, the community's suspicions of him
are powerfully confirmed. Community
protests, organized by new careerists,
which are directed at service organiza-
tions, for another example, could sup-
ply new information about the community
to these organizations. Not surpris-
ingly, the number of organizations en-
couraging or welcoming such communica-
tions is exceedingly small.

In the light of the above, a source of organ-
izational resistance to new careers programs be-
comes clear. Though his manner is not nearly as
dramatic as that of the placard-carrying picket
line marcher, and even when it is wholly absent
from his conscious purpose, the new careerist
literally cannot help but increase the visibili-
ty of the community in the service organization
that employs him. On that basis alone he can
expect to meet resistance. That this increased
visibility frequently is experienced as a criti-
cism of the organization and its ways, or as an
unwanted pressure pushing it to admit that a
pToblem exists, only further excites the organi-
zation's self-protective, self-insulating mech-
anisms.
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The following summarizes what has been stated
thus far. In addition to possessing the will
and the material -wealth to eliminate poverty,
means are required to achieve that objective ef-
ficiently and secure it permanently. At least
as regards the able-bodied poor, the concept of
new careers is one such means. The implementa-
tion of new careers programs, hawever, will not
occur easily. An analysis of the various ways
organizations behave reveals the inevitably un-
settling effect new careerists can and do have
on their organizational and professional spon-
sors. Among other reasons, the new careerist is
problematic because (1) he induces organizations
to re-examine their sanctified definitions of
means and ends, (2) he is perceived to be in
competition with already established organiza-
tional personnel, (3) he implicitly challenges
the self-sentimentalized right of professionals
to decide what is best for the community of cli-
ents, and (4) he encumbers the organization's
ability to ignore the community as it makes de-
cisions that affect the community.
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OVERCOMING
ORGANIZATIONAL BARRIERS

The preceding discussion might easily lead
to the conclusion that the concept of new ca-
reers is programatically inoperable. Such a
conclusion is even more justified when the ob-
stacles described above are properly understood
to be only a suggestive, rather than an exhaus-
tive, inventory of such obstacles.

Some immediate encouragement, however, can be
taken from the fact that new careers demonstra-
tion programs are in fact currently active in
several places around the nation, and with ap-
parently good, though not unmixed, results. (6)
If the preceding discussion of organizational
barriers at least partially explains why these
programs have developed neither easily nor
smoothly, a discussion of some of the organiza-
tielal factors that limit the impact of those
barriers might serve as a partial explanation of
why these programs have managed to develop at
all.

Organizations are, of course, extremely com-
plex mechanisms, and it should not be surprising
that they generate and contain contradictory
pressures. But more than that, they simply are
not all cut from the same cloth. While on a
highly abstract level of description it is pos-
sible to describe the characteristics common to
all bureaucracies, closer examination of any
specific organization will reveal those charac-
teristics that distinguish it. Among these dif-
ferences, several can be found that make an or-
ganization reasonably congenial to the develop-
ment of new careers programs. Whether or not
such an environment actually crystallizes, how-
ever, may well rest on how clearly these dif-
ferences are recognized and addressed by program
planners.
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One such difference is that organizations
vary in the degree to which their staff is dif-
ferentiated and specialized. Stated as a prin-
ciple, the greater the organizational differen-
tiation, the greater are the chances of success.
Where, in other words, an organization houses a
variety of occupational specialties, fewer po-
tent obstacles to new careers programs are like-
ly to arise. And if in addition, there is also
a tradition for the employment of sub-profes-
sional personnel in service positions (in con-
trast to positions of physical maintenance, such
as janitor or elevator operator), the likelihood
of resistance diminishes.

Thus, hospitals, employing not only a great
variety of professional personnel (e.g., doc-
tors, nurses, social workers, pharmacists, oc-
cupational and vocational therapists, psycholo-
gists, researchers), but a variety of sub-pro-
fessional personnel as well (e.g., nurses'
aides, social service aides, orderlies, ambu-
lance drivers, laboratory assistants), would
probably absorb new careerists far more easily
than would police departments. These latter
organizatjons historically have housed a more
limited variety of occupational specialties and,
beyond the relatively recent advent of meter
maids and traffic aides, they have no clear ori-
entation to the employment of sub:xprmgessional
personnel. Indeed, even where police depart-
ments have established human relations units,
staff for these units are generally recruited
from within police ranks rather than from any
one of the externally located human relations
professions.

Internal differeotiation is not entirely
specified in occupational terms; it is also u-
flected in the number of levels of authority in
the staff structure. Here, however, there seems
to be no clear rule to guide program planners.
A police new careerist program, for example,
developed when a chief of police of a small de-
partment adopted the program above the objec-
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tions or disinterest of many of his subordinates.
A school new careerist program, on the other
hand, was organizationally incorporated when the
enthusiasm and pressure of subordinate personnel
outlasted the ambivalence of the administrator
of a very large school system.

Organizations also differ in the degree of
their responsiveness to the communities they
serve. This is true whether this responsiveness
is maintained by organized public pressure (e.g.,
as such pressure is increasingly directed at the
public schools) or is in response to the fact
that the organization's clients supply a signi-
ficant portion of the organizatioll: budget
through direct fees of various kinds (e.g.,
hospitals serving fee-paying patients). In any
case, the principle suggested berp is that the
greater the degree of relatedness.to the commu-
nity from which clients are and new careerists
would be drawn, the greater the potential oppor-
tunity to win organizational acceptance of new
careers programs.

The principle is particularly potent when or-
ganizations perceive their degree of relatedness
to the community as inadequate and consciously
seek to improve that relationship. Thus, a
county health department, while unenthusiastic
about a program for which federal funds were
available finally did seek such funds because
they felt it important to use some of the money
to employ low-income persons as "community
health aides" in order to develop a better rela-
tionship with low-income organizations.

In addition to guiding the choice of organi-
zational sponsors for new careers programs, this
same principle is also relevant to the practical
problem of selecting the most appropriate loca-
tion for new careerists within any particular
organization. Many police departments, for ex-
ample, have a narcotics division, a vice squad,
and a patrolman's division. The work of the
first two of these is generally related to spe-
cific acts of wrongdoing. The presence of nar-
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cotics or vice squad officers in the community
is legitimated or justified by these acts, thus
reducing the need for such personnel or units to
be concerned with general community relation-
ships. Patrolmen, on the other hand, move in
the community as a matter of routine, whether or
not law breaking has occurred. Their generaliz-
ed crime prevention, criminal apprehension and
ordinance enforcement functions... the fact that
they canmt withdraw from the community...dis-
poses them to a more likely concern for good
community relationships.

The expectations of the community are rele-
vant to the selection of the new careerist's
location within the organization. Few communi-
ties, for example, achieve broad concensus on a
concern for how well police respect the civil
liberties of known adult criminal offenders; all
communities, on the other h6nd, are much more
sensitive to the treatment of its, children at
the hands of the police, whether or not those
children have violated any law. While other
considerations may recommend another choice,
from the above there would seem to be clear
reason to expect more success when police new
careerists are located in a juvenile aid bureau,
rather than one of the criminal apprehension
units.

Organizations may also be classified by their
ideological commitments. And without further
explanation or example it is obvious that an
orientation to social services or rehabilitation
may produce less strain between agency and com-
munity when introducing the concept of new ca-
reers than would a social control or punishment
ideology.

Less obvious, however, may be the fact that
unique situational factors can seriously qualify
the above, even though the ideological commit-
ment of -a total organization remains fixed. P.

knowledge of these situational factOrs would
seem to be the kind of field intelligence rele-
vant to the needs of planners of new careers
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programs. A particular public school, for
example, while historically connected to a

social service tradition, could prove to be a
poor placement for new careerists if the teach-
ing staff is hostile to the program. A particu-
lar law enforcement agency, on the other hand,
while unalterably rooted in a social control
ideology, may provide an acceptable, if not a
permanent, placement if its chief officer is an
exceptionally flexible administrator, or if he
is concerned about hi-s organization's public
image, or if he sees political advantages in
sponsorship of the program.

From all that has been said thus far it
should not be surprising that the most common
initial response of organizations actually con-
sidering the employment of new careerists has
baen an ambivalent one. This occurs, of course,
because the potential service, social and poli-
tical advantages are seen to parallel the
equally potential service and social disadvan-
tages. The advantages are generally felt as
expectations of more cooperative clients, a

friendlier immediate community, and public con-
gratulation for bold innovativeness from the
larger community; the disadvantages are general-
ly felt as forebodings of additional service
breakdowns, a militantly aroused and critical
clientele, and public embarrassment before the
larger community.

The need to resolve this dilemma yields the
final principle to be identified here, viz.,
that organizations are most likely to resolve
their ambivalence about hiring new careerists in
a positive direction when, assuming the absence
of outside pressure, they become convince'd of
their calacity to control the behavior of these
new workers. Such assurance can be based on
chance circumstance, such as the timely availa-
bility of a trusted organizational servant who
can assume the daily supervisory responsibility
for the new careerists. Such asr-79nce can also
be based on the existence of that iless crea-
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tion of the power structure of some organize-
tions....the service unit that has no power, can-
not aspire to power and to which the new career-
ists thus may be safely assigned. The samll
social work unit in a large, medically dominated
public health department or the human relations
oriented juvenile bureau in a municipal police
department are examples.

In summary of this section, then, it has been
established that organizations differ from each
other in many ways. Awareness of these differ-
ences and skillful exploitation of them by pro-
gram planners can do much to neutralize the neg-
ative impact of the barriers arising out of
bureaucratic structure discussed in the preced-
ing section of this paper. Among these organi-
zational differences are the varying degrees of:
1) internal differentiation; 2) community rela-
tedness; 3) commitment to community service
ideologies; and 4) the capacity to control the
behavior of new careerists.



THE FORMS OF RESISTANCE

Conceptual statements such as those previous-
ly listed have an important place, but a limited
one, in the planning and implamentation of new
careers program. Their not inconsiderable and
often overlooked value is that they can help
planners understand the sources of programmatic
stress and to anticipate it, thus reducing the
likelihood of wasteful, impulsive and naive re-
sponses to it. They cannot be used, however, to
foretell the specific forms the stress will take,
nor the sudden, substantive or silly, and often
maddening zAtuations out of which it will arise.

It is one thing, in other words, for a pro-
gram planner to gird himself against a school
system's broad resistance to his carefully con-
trived overtures to accept some new careerists,
it is quite another thing for the same planner
to specifically prepare himself to face the
school administrator, who, while confessing
great enthusiasm for the program, reports that
he, "regrettably', must rule it out because in
his schools' one or two hundred rooms and back-
rooms he can find no space to house the two or
three new careerists being offered. Even where
an immense logic and awesome social forces rec-
commend the concept, of new careers, the fate of
specific new careers program may still depend on
how specifically that planner has anticipated
that school administrator.

The conceptual insights, then, that can in-
form the planning of program strategy are not
nearly so useful in planning program tactics.
Here the planner is much more left to his own
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devices and artistry as he tries to predict the
who, what, when, and where of the barriers that,
only in the most general way, he knows he will
come upon.

In the absence of useful abstract knowledge,
advocates of program-to-be have had to gather
much of the necessary intelligence from the re-
ported experiences of programs-that-have-been.
However, because such reportage is generally
characterized by incomplete descriptions, unsub-
stantial analyses, and vague definitions of
terms, it too has only limited uses. Thus, ab-
stract knowledge is often overlooked because it
seems irrelevant, but concrete knowledge is
often misused because its irrelevance is missed.
The skill required to plan new careers programs
is the skill to use both kinds of knowledge with
a full appreciation of the limits of each.

If taken within the cautions suggested above,
a listing of the forms of resistance already en-
countered in the brief history of new careers
programs may be useful. The list, of course, is
not complete; nor is it suggested that it was
the intent of the organizations to be resistive.
From the planners point of view, however, the
intent is irrelevant.

1. Organizations rarely perceive their re-
sources as adequate. Therefore, real
or imagined shortages of zesources are
a tempting, and always available and
organizationally acceptable explanation
of the refusal to adopt a new careers
program. Thus, one program planner pre-
pared for his first interview with the
superintendent of a public school sys-
tem by clarifying in his own mind the
contribution new careerists could make
to that system; the bulk of the inter-
view, however, was devoted to a discus-
sion of the system's inadequate supply
of supervisory personnel, preoccupation
with other problems, and insufficient
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budget. Not only was the planner ob-
viously unable to address these condi-
tions with any confidence, but only
substantially handicapped any possibil-
ity of a serious discussion of the a-
genda he had prepared.

2. It is extremely difficult to recommend
a new careers program to a service or-
ganization withrut specific mention of
the service problems to which the new
careerists are said to be a solution.
Thus, organizations can rather easily
undercut such programs simply by deny-
ing the existence of the problems they
were designed to address. The princi-
pal of an elementary school in a low-
income Negro neighborhood, for example,
frequently complained about the lack of
cooperation the school received from
parents. Ha saw no need for new ca-
reerists, however, out of his firm be-
lief that the school's relationship to
the community was a gond one.

The two forms of organizational resistance
specified above are most likely to arise before
the decision is made to adopt or refuse a new
careers program. The decision to adopt the pro-
gram, however, is not necessarily accompanied by
a commitment to see it succeed. Indeed, the
subtler and more complex forms of resistance may
emerge only after the decision is made to place
low-income persons in service positions:

3. It seems reasonable (and even desira-
ble) for organizations that agree to
employ new careerists to expect a
strong voice in selecting them. But
that voice can be used to establish
qualifications that vitiate much of the
value new careerists can bring. A po-
lice department, for example, that in-
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tended to use new careerists with
youthful offenders, initially insisted
that it would hire no low-income person
who himself had ever "run with a gang".
Unwed mothers would not be employed be-
cause of their obvious "lack of moral
turpitude". Civil rights activists
were equally unsuitable. Many other
organizations have insisted that new
careerists have a high school diploma,
even though their primary assignment
was to build organizational bridges to
a community in which such academic
awards were relatively rare.

4. Program planners have had as much prob-
lem in softening organizational enthu-
siasm as they have had in overcoming
organizational disinterest. Excesses
of both can be understood as forms of
resistance. An extreme of noninvolve-
ment is exemplified by one agency that
agreed to accept a group of new career-
ists, and then seriously announced its
intention to farm them out to another
organizatipn that served a similar
group of clients. On the other hand,
exaggerated expectations of the new ca-
reerists led one school district to
propose placing each of its five new
employees in a separate school, even
though each school had several hundred
students and the program itself was un-
dertaken solely as a demonstration of
what observable differences new career-
ists could make.

5. Planners need guard against the tenden-
cy of organizations to define new ca-
reerists as temporary or otherwise less
than full employees, even though this
may be understandable where the pro-
grams are tried experimentally. Most



recently, for example, a city govern-
ment about to launch a major effort to
bring substantial numbers of low-income
persons into significant positions in
every city department had to fight the
attempt to deny these workers the usual
protection of civil service status. A

particular public school, on the other
hand, has successfully denied its new
careerists a regular place at staff
meetings. In several schools the right
of new careerists to use the staff
lounges has had to be negotiated.

6. Where organizations assign the new ca-
reerists to units or supervisors that
have little access to the organization-
al policy making structure, the program
is subtly, but powerfully, isolated.
Examples of this have been suggested
earlier and it need only be added that
this particular form of resistance is
among the more commom ones and one of
the most difficult to address.

7. At the heart of an almost endless and
exasperating series of organizational
complaints about new careerists is the
organization's need to be continuously
assured of the loyalty of the new work-
ers. Such assurance is especially dif-
ficult to give, however, where the ex-
pression of "disloyalty" and dissatis-
faction with things as they are is, al-
most by definition, a particular commu-
nity response which the new careerist
will make more visable and coherent. A

school new careerist, for example, who
was assigned to lead-a small group of
parents discussing their criticisms of
the school was accused of being a trou-
ble-maker when he, as assigned, report-
ed on that discussion. Police new ca-
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reerists, assigned to win a place of
trust in the community, came under se-
vere attack when they refused to serve
a sub-rosa police intelligence function
in that community.

8. The final form of resistance to be

listed here is the least obvious and
the most complex of those considered.
Planners themselves might even disagree
that it is properly identified as a
manifestation of organizational resist-
ance; indeed, many might unintentional-
ly facilitate it.

The resistance can be found in the de-
gree of initial specification of the
new careerist's job tasks. The barri-
er arises when that specification is
stated in either of the two possible
extremes. If, at one extreme, the job
tasks are made too specific, innovation
around the new careerist role is dis-
allowed and, more likely than not, the
new careerist becomes permanently wed-
ded to the least significant tasks.
Moreover the participation of profes-
sional personnel in relating the func-
tions of the new workers to their own

is omitted and the opportunity for cre-
ating meaningful sub-professional func-
tions is lost.

If, at the other extreme, organization-
al expectations are left wholly vague,
other than the unstated demand that the
new careerist create no new problems
for anyone, the new careerist achieves
organizational invisibility. The nebu-
lous character of his job will also
heighten the possibility of his becom-
ing demoralized quickly. From that lo-
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cation he can never win the internal
support necessary to produce and sus-
tain acceptable and significant innova-
tion.

In summary of this section, the point has
been made that while abstract knowledge alerts
the planner to expect resistance to new careers
pronrams, the growing body of reported program
experiences offers useful clues about the speci-
fic forms the resistance will take. Identified
here as forms of organizational resistance have
been 1) defining resource shortages as dOadends
rather than as limitations to be overcome, 2)
refusing to admit the existence of a problem, 3)
establishing job qualifications for new career-
ists that weed out those with relevant back-
grounds, 4) excessive organizational disinterest
or expectations, 5) charging new careerists with
full job responsibilities but denying full job
rights, 6) isolating new careerists in the or-
ganization, '1) demanding loyalty in a manner
that conditions disloyalty, and 8) too quickly
or too slowly institutionalizing the new career-
ist role.
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PROGRAM STRATEGIES

The design of this paper completes itself in
a list of tactical steps to modify organization-
al resistance to new careers programs. It must
be immediately pointed out, however, that no-
where have these or any other maneuvers enabled
planners to implement their program intentions
whole and uncompromised. Indeed, in the absence
of a professional technology adequate to the
task of purposefully redirecting the enormous
weight of organizational inertia, it cannot be
otherwise. (7)

Even if not insuring success, the tactics
listed below have met several significant pro-
gram needs. Most clearly, they have encumbered
the organization's license to reject new careers
projects outright. They also seem to have pre-
served the right of demonstration project per-
sonnel to continuously examine and comment on
the organization's use and handling of new
careerists. A certain amount of ennervating,
nonproductive upset that might otherwise have
arisen has probably been avoided. And, finagy,
they may even have established those conditicins
that force an objective, albeit reluctant, or-
ganizational assessment of the service contribu-
tion of new careerists on which the public claim
for tenure will have to be based.

The first set of tactics may be regarded as
interpretational in that they suggest either the
content, method or route through which new ,

careers programs can be initially recommended.
As content, for example, the casa for new
careers programs has been strengthened by artic-
ulating their relevance to important social
values such as the promotion of financial inde-
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pendence, service to one's own community, the
productive use of human resources, and the demo-
cratization of community institutions.

The use of new careerists as program inter-
preters has been an almost singularly successful
method to command the attention of politically
sensitive public and organizational officials.
One careerist, for example, secured an appoint-
ment with a city councilman known to be opposed
to a new careers project and, without argument
or rancor, transformed him into a strong program
booster. And professional persons, often steel-
ed against and bored with the preachments of
their fellow professionals, have been exceeding-
ly easy audiences for new careerists to capti-
vate, intentionally or not. The assignment of
careerists to speak at conferences, program re-
views and other public meetings is already a
widely used interpretative method. The simple
and somewhat surprising explanation of this
success must be frankly stated. That is, many
professionals experience a delighted shock when
they see their low-income clients carry out a
job with a degree of competence and ability
which the professionals never suspected could be
mustered.

While projects are almost universally initi-
ated through direct discussions between project
and organizational officials, professional asso-
ciations may represent an alternate or comple-
mentary route into negotiations. These associ-
ations, one step removed from the organizational
routine and one step closer to a pure concern
for service, are more likely to be open to a
substantive consideration of the concept of new
careers. Where a primary professional identifi-
cation is held with the professional association
(e.g., medicine), the support of the local chap-
ter obviously facilitates the organizational
negotiations to come. Where the professional's
primary reference group is the organization that
employs him (e.g., teachers are more influenced
by the school in which they work than they are
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by their collegial associations), prior consult-
ation with the professional association is prob-
ably less valuable. Even here, however, the re-
cent resurgence of activity by some professional
groups (e.g., teaching, nursing) seems to have
re-established the professional influence in
setting organizational service and personnel
standards.

Going beyond professional associttions, spe-
cific efforts to secure the intervention of
elected or political figures have already met
with at least a reasonable degree of success.
The New Jersey Governor's Office, for example,
has undertaken a review of the State's personnel
system to identify civil service or other ob-
stacles to the recruitment of low-income persons
for civil service positions. The budget of the
State of California has been augmented to in-
clude funds to hire consultants to guide the
State in developing its own new careers program,
thus committing it to such development. The
Richmond (California) City Council has decided
to revise its personnel system as a means both
to create career opportunities for low-income
persons and to bring all City departments closer
to the poor by placing such persons in sub-pro-
fessional and quasi-supervisory departmental
positions.

The Richmond experience is particularly im-
portant in that it turned on a most stubborn ob-
stacle to civil 'service reform. The City's le-
gal counsel had advised against the adoption of
the program on the grounds that reserving civil
service positions for low-income persons was a
violation of the City Charter. The Council,
however, took the view that the legal sanctions
surrounding civil service derived from the goals
of that system. Once the Council had changed
those goals, regulations to permit their accom-
plishment would have to be drafted. The favor-
able vote of the Council settled the issue to
its confident satisfaction; the boldness of the
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step, however, may still invite a court chal-
lenge. In any case, the immense vote gathering
potential that lies in political support of

broad new careers programs promises the Lontinu-
ing attention of public officials to such pro-
grams.

Another series of tactical maneuvers is mani-
fested in the specific conditions for which
planners have pressed in initial negotiations
with potential organizational sponsors; the re-
verse side of this intelligence, of course, has
been a specification of those conditions on

which hard positions were not to be taken, so as
to avjid as much purposeless conflict as poss-
ible. Among the points most deferable to the
organization's wishes have been the details sur-
rounding the supervision and training of new
careerists, the composition and staffing of in-

dependent (i.e., citizens') program review com-
mittees, the final., selection of the new career-
ists, and within certain limits, the designation
of specific job tasks.

Relevant to each of these program features,
however, certain conditions have been treated as
much less subject to compromise. Among these
have been the insistence that an independent
program review committee be appointed (thus
bringing the community into the program and,
more specifically, reducing the probability of a
facile dismissal or emasculation of it), that
the organization provide the necessary on-the-
job supervision (thus insuring the involvement
of at least some of the organization's profes-
sional staff in the program and increasing its
visibility within the organization), that clear,
flexible job descriptions be prepared (thus in-
hibiting the unilateral reassignment of new
careerists to meet the unanticipated demands of
organization convenience), and that regular
meetings be held between project and organiza-
tional staff (thus creating an arena for contin-
uing discussion, particularly so that emerging
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problems and hazards can be picked up and neu-
tralized and the more extreme reactimis to the
program can be modified).

Almost in a class by itself, but so obvious
that it could easily be overlooked, has been the
provision of funds to organizations, purportedly
to help them absorb the cost of supervising the
new careerists. More probably these always mod-
est sums have had the subtle effect of disallow-
ing the organization to demur on the basis of an
overburdened supervisory cadre.

Although necessary as a program strategy, it
may be particularly difficult for the project
personnel to provide sympathetic understanding
and help to the employer. Ideologically (and
organizationally), project staff will be most
committed to improving the future of the new ca-
reerist and to institutional change which will
benefit the low-income community. Understanda-
bly, project staff are likely to view organiza-
tional p2rsonnel as inflexible, uncooperative
and defensive. It requires enormous maturity
and objectivity for a professional who is com-
mitted to change to sit astride both his aware-
ness of the urgent need for that change and his
understanding of the problems of the employer.

However, quite apart from structural consid-
erations, many employers will not understand the
behavior of the low-income workers; they may not
have the capacity to train the new workers and
retrain their present staff; and they may not
know how to deal with the new relationships with
clients and community which the program may cre-
ate. Quite apart from the administrative and
financial supports offeTed, the change agent
must find means to help employers deal with
these problems. For example, they may appoint a
professional member of the project staff to the
sole responsibility of helping the employer deal
with s'.ich .problems; machinery far periodic ad-
ministrative review can be arranged so as to en-
courage professional staff to take account of
the problems of the employers; and other insti-
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tutions can be used to help the employer, such
as arranging for local university extension pro-
grams to organize in-service training programs.

The final point to be mentioned here is an
elaboration of the strategic, rather than the
substantive, uses of training. In other words,
whatever relationship may exist between training
and improved levels of job performance, training
also serves other important program needs. The
most significant of these is the fact that it
provides a continuing structure through which
new careerists, once past their initial shyness,
eagerly enter into the dialogue over program
problems, whether those problems are on the
training agenda or not. The provision for on-
going in-service trainino also has the helpful
consequence of softening the organization's
fears about drawing the untried and untested
poor into its midst. (8)

Another aspect of training which should be
considered as a device for dealing with organi-
zational barriers has to do with the re-training
of professionals. Reconsideration of the pro-
fessional's function, and careful planning of
his relationship to the sub-professional are re-
quired to mitigate the potential for profession-
als to experience anxiety and status-loss which
is referred to above.
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CONCLUSION

ThiF paper has identified some of the obsta-
cles and opportunities that await attempts to
implement the concept of new careers. It has
not, however, weighed the obstacles against the
opportunities so as to be able to conclude with
a confident prediction about the future viabili-
ty of the concept.

A confident conclusion, nevertheless, resting
on twc assumptions suggested much earlier, can
be offered. The first assumption is that pover-
ty does not inhere in the human condition; and
in this decade of the restleps poor, their im-
pulse to pass something better than their pover-
ty onto their children has crystallized as a ma-
jor, ineluctable social force. The second as-.
sumption is that the concept of new careers for
the poor is one of the most potent harnesses
available to turn that energy to productive use.
The resistive capacity of organizational lassi-
tude, we have gone to some length to indicate,
may be well entrenched and automatically trig-
gered, but it is simply not potent enough to
block this modern urge for social justice. And
where social practitioners do their work skill-
fully, it may not even cause serious delays.
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